THE WORLD OF AMERICAN AND CANADIAN CITIZENS BORN OF
ITALIAN PROGENITORS
Recent Population Censuses in both countries provides the astonishing information that
approximately 15 million American citizens and 1.3 million Canadian citizens mark
their Heritage as Italian. Most take great pride and personal pleasure of having an Italian
family name, attending Italian banquets, and the present popularity of Italian culture.
They live in a country both rich and abundant in goods and services in what is generally
referred to as "The Good Life." As a result the former wartime period of Italian political,
social, and economic history has had little affect, in any meaningful way, on their
personal life here in North America.
Now that they have seen and learned how quickly and easily wars are made by their own
governments, they may be better prepared to understand how their parent's former
country became involved in the military conflict of World War II, which claimed over
sixty million innocent lives from 1939 to 1945.
The history of the horrendous period of Italy's war years and immediate post-war years
plays no part in their popular knowledge of Italian historical information. They, along
with most Americans and Canadians only know and accept the war-time history that
they has been told by their governments via a vast network of media outlets over the past
sixty years.
THE BIG LIE
We have been told ever since 1945, by every media means known and available to the
authors of a multitude of malicious lies, that Italy and its people were forced to live their
lives for twenty-one years under a political regime of a very evil, corrupt and cruel
dictatorship, and that finally in 1943 Italy was invaded by the Allied Armies of America,
Canada, Britain, Australia, and freed and liberated from this period of political terror and
crime, and that the Italian Prime Minister of Italy, from 1922 to 1943, was assassinated
by “partisans” and his body and others were hung and desecrated in a public square in
Milan -- A ruthless and shameful display of civic brutality now seen and known to the
entire world, by sixty years of publication in films and photos.
The Allied military presence in Italy began with the invasion of Sicily on July 10, 1943.
Fifteen days later Benito Mussolini was no longer the Prime Minister of Italy. His
traitorous successors, as arranged by agreement with the Allied Forces, all left Italy for

other lands and left the nation and its people to live a life of absolute social, political,
economic and military confusion and suffering. The Allied Forces marched and bombed
their way northward through the entire peninsula and then eventually took over the
government and control of the nation in Rome on June 4, 1944. They bombed most of
the major cities and industrial sites from Naples to Milan as they wished, destroying
much of Italy’s historically important sites and regions including parts of Rome. Their
excessive and now seen as unnecessary bombing raids was a military/political program
of callous revenge, terrorist bombings on a country and a people who had no army, no
government and no will to continue the war. The criminality of the total destruction
bombing of the Benedictine Monte Casino Monastery stands out as a classic example of
the gratuitous Allied bombing strategy.
LEARNING THE TRUTH ABOUT ITALY'S IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE
WORLD FROM
JULY 29,1883 TO APRIL 28,1945
First one must earnestly hunger for the truth which can become a long and challenging
journey. Then one must become a reader of important history books, articles, and
documents. A reliance on media outlets for a personal evaluation of what really
happened during these years is very dangerous and very often misleading! In Italy today
the victorious Allied Governments retain their hegemonic presence with military bases
and more importantly in vital National Articles in the Italian Constitution which were
drafted in essence by legal and military agents of the victorious Allied Nations.
IF THESE CHAOTIC DAYS OF CIVIL STRIFE AND CONFUSION ALONG WITH
THE COMPLETE COLLAPSE OF ALL GOVERNMENTAL ORDER AND
ASSISTANCE ALONG WITH A LEGACY OF FOOD SHORTAGES AND
STARVATION ARE THE DAYS THAT YOUR GRANDPARENTS, OR YOUR
FATHER OR MOTHER, OR GREAT UNCLE OR AUNT RECALL AND PLACE ALL
THE BLAME ON THE SHOULDERS OF BENITO MUSSOLINI, THEY ARE
MAKING A MISTAKE. ALTHOUGH HE PAID THE ULTIMATE PRICE OF A
PATRIOTIC MARTYRDOM, HE WAS INNOCENT OF THESE LAST DAYS OF
NATIONAL SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL CHAOS, DOUBLE
DEALINGS, TREACHERY, VINDICTIVENESS AND DIVERSE POLITICAL AND
MILITARY COMMANDS WHICH WERE THE ORDER OF THE DAY.
This Allied landing in Italy was not a day of liberation, as is celebrated in Italy each
year, but rather an Invasion of Occupation. They, the Americans are still there; in the
Italian Constitution, in 100 military bases and especially in NATO of which Italy is a
member. It is unknown if this was a political choice or an obligation of all post war

governments of Italy.
LEARNING THE TRUTH ABOUT THE LIFE AND HISTORY OF MUSSOLINI
Investigating newly published literature regarding the fascinating and altruistic history
of the life and times of Benito Mussolini, the most disparaged political genius of
twentieth century European history, will become a very rewarding enterprise for anyone
of Italian heritage. One day the mysterious disappearance of the contents of the of the
satchel of top secret personal documents he carried with him during those fateful last
days in Lake Como in 1945 will eventually be revealed for the entire world to read.
Then the truth of the vast devastating wartime period of Italian history and the nations
and men responsible for this worldwide war will be finally brought to light.
Pius XII speaks about Benito Mussolini:
Come ha affermato il Papa Pio XII, <il più grande uomo da me conosciuto e
senz’altro fra i
più profondamente buoni: al riguardo ho troppe prove per dimostrarlo>. 1952
As affirmed by Pope Pius XII, <the greatest man I have ever met and without doubt
among
the most kindhearted: for this matter I have a lot of evidence to prove it>. 1952
N. B. Recommended Reading List: The Last Centurion, Volumes I and II, Rudolph S.
Daldin: Mussolini A New Life, Nicholas Farrell.
If you read Italian please visit: http://www.filippogiannini.it. Signor F. Giannini is an author
of very important Books and ongoing Articles on life of Benito Mussolini.

